Draft EIS- Figure 9
Seasons of Use- Alternative C

- Plan Area
- Ashley National Forest
- Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation

Grazing Seasons
- Area 1- Special Resources
- Area 2- Summer 6/15 to 8/31
- Area 3- Summer 6/15 to 8/31
- Area 4- Fall-Winter 10/1 to 3/1
- Area 5- Fall-Winter 10/1 to 3/1
- Area 6- Fall-Winter 10/1 to 3/1
- Area 7- Fall 10/1 to 11/30

Note: No warranty is made by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) for use of any of the data for purposes not intended by the BLM. Grazing data comes from the BLM, Utah, Vernal Field Office.